Stony Plain Registries
101, 4911 – 50 Street
Stony Plain, AB T7Z 1T3
P: (780) 968-2050

NAME SEARCH REQUEST - NUANS REPORT
Choosing your name
•
•

Descriptive - should tell what your business does (i.e. welding, trucking, marketing)
Distinctive - sets your name apart from others in the same line of business (i.e. Bob’s, Speedy)

Try to stay away from general terms like Enterprises, Industries, Holdings, as they have lost all meaning and are not
descriptive of the type of business. Almost all combinations of these words along with 2 or 3 letters, (i.e. ABC Holdings
Ltd.) are already in use.
If you are incorporating the last word must be Limited, Ltd., Incorporated, Inc., Corporation, Corp., or the French
Equivalents.
If you are a Society your name must include Society, Foundation, Guild, Association, or Club
Select one of the following:
Alberta Incorporation/Extra Provincial

Trade Name

Partnership

Society

Federal Incorporation

Chosen name (Please print clearly)
1.
Line of Business

A pre-screen of your chosen name will be done on the Alberta Corporate Registry Data Base for exact matches and
similar names. This pre-screen search DOES NOT INCLUDE names proposed for use, Federal Names or
Trademarks which are protected and will appear on your NUANS report.
If a conflict is found with the pre-screen, you will be contacted to see if you wish to try a different name. Up to three
names will be pre-screened per NUANS request without additional charges. Choose your name carefully.
The fee for this search request is non-refundable. We do not guarantee that our pre-screening will find all
potential conflicts as there are limitations to the search function of Alberta Corporate Registry. The purpose of
a NUANS report is to search the Alberta, Federal and Trademark databases and to find all potential conflicts so
that you can determine whether or not to use a name. Obtaining a NUANS report does not guarantee that you
can use a name or that it is in your best interest to use a name.

I have read and understand the above information provided. I agree to pay the fee of $ 50.00 including GST.

Name
Address
Phone no. (where you can be reached today)

Signature

